SHARE LENT 2022

Symbols of Solidarity
Presenting the symbols of solidarity is an optional activity that helps visually illustrate the 2022 Share Lent campaign
theme, People and Planet First. In Christian communities, these symbols can be displayed during a communal activity.
They can also be incorporated into the procession at the beginning of Solidarity Sunday, i.e., the fifth Sunday of Lent
(April 3, this year). It is important to inform the leader of your local pastoral team beforehand on how the symbols of
solidarity are to be presented. In schools, the symbols of solidarity can be presented during an assembly, in a hallway
or auditorium, or at any other suitable time or place. Below are some suggestions to help you facilitate this activity.

Organization

J Adapt the presentation of the symbols of solidarity to the
time you have available.
J Choose a person to present the symbols.
J Decide with the president or chairperson of the assembly
where the symbols of solidarity will be placed after they
are presented.

Procedure

Presenting the symbols of solidarity entails one person introducing and describing each symbol and another holding it
up and showing it to the audience as it is spoken of. It can
also be done by four groups of two people. Once the speaker
finishes presenting a symbol, the person holding it up places
it in its pre-designated space and either picks up the next
symbol or steps aside to make room for the one who will be
holding up the next symbol. Once all the symbols are presented and placed, the presenting team return to their seats.

Suggested symbols of solidarity
A basket of fruit and vegetables or
seeds to represent the capacity of
people to address climate change.

A pencil and a petition to illustrate our
advocacy for the adoption of strong laws to
compel Canadian corporations to respect
the populations of the Global South.

Handcuffs, a chain or zip ties to
represent the arbitrary arrest of people
defending human and environmental
rights.

A fishing rod or a fishing net to
symbolize the self-sufficiency of
Indigenous communities and peoples
and their desire to live with dignity while
protecting and sustaining the resources
on their territories.

Introductory words

Lent is a time of conversion and preparation for Easter. It is a time for coming closer to God, to Jesus, and to our sisters and
brothers, here and in the Global South. In this Lenten season, Development and Peace — Caritas Canada, is inviting us to put
People and Planet First.

Canadian companies don’t always respect people’s human and environmental rights in the Global South. Their abuses are
opposed by brave rights defenders. These people work hard to promote their communities’ rights and protect the environment.
For this, they are often harassed, threated, intimidated, criminalized, beaten and sometimes even killed!
The symbols of solidarity we will see today celebrate their bravery. They reflect the determination of communities in the Global
South to live with dignity and to decide their own future. And they remind us of our responsibility to those communities.

Development and Peace – Caritas Canada
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FIRST SYMBOL

A basket filled with fruit and vegetables
or seeds

THIRD SYMBOL

Handcuffs, a chain or zip ties

These fruits and vegetables [OR These seeds] symbolize the These handcuffs [OR This chain OR These zip ties] symbolize/s
resilience and creativity of peasant communities. Climate the unjust criminalization of activists who defend their people’s
change is causing floods, droughts and hurricanes everywhere. human rights and the environment.
The worst effects are felt by people in the Global South, who
One country in which this happens often is Honduras. There,
are least responsible for climate change. Yet, farmers in these
some communities face a double threat. Powerful companies
communities manage to adapt to keep producing food for
want to grab their lands to steal their resources. And their own
the people.
governments abet those companies in the name of economic
Madagascar is a country that is especially vulnerable to cli- development. Development and Peace’s local partner, Caritas
mate change. Its capital region suffers from flooding and Choluteca, helps the people counter these twin threats. They
poor waste management. There, the Development Council train and accompany community leaders. They help people
of Andohatapenaka, CDA, a local partner of Development advocate for policies and practices that respect human rights
and Peace, has brought about a remarkable transformation. and the environment.
It has helped residents turn one of the region’s most vulnerable neighbourhoods into a thriving ecological village. Through
CDA’s microprojects and workshops, hundreds of people learnt
composting, agroecology and livestock rearing adapted to the
FOURTH SYMBOL
flood-prone environment. They now enjoy a cleaner environA fishing rod or fishing net
ment, a richer diet and more economic security.
This fishing rod [OR This fishing net] represents the desire of
Indigenous peoples to make a sustainable living off their lands
and waters. Indigenous communities protect the environment
SECOND SYMBOL
and only take from nature what they need to survive. But their
Pencil and petition
harmony with nature, their lifestyles and their livelihoods are
threatened by the destruction of their habitats.
This pencil and petition are a reminder of our responsibility.
In Cambodia, Development and Peace’s partner, Development
It is up to us to ensure that our corporations cannot misbehave
and Partnership in Action, DPA, is helping Indigenous and artisanal
when they operate abroad. In the Global South, many Canadian
fishing communities rehabilitate a polluted river. Villagers create
companies don’t adhere to standards that are compulsory
community fisheries that increase fish stocks and protect aquain Canada. They, or others acting for them, often abuse
tic plants. The project empowers women to manage communal
human rights and the environment. And they persecute those
resources. It also improves families’ food and financial security.
who oppose them. Development and Peace’s partners want
Canadians to help put an end to this abuse.
That is why advocacy on this issue is at the heart of the People
and Planet First campaign. Development and Peace is asking
us to make Canada adopt strong human rights due diligence
laws. Such laws would require Canadian companies to prevent,
report and remedy human rights and environmental abuses
across their global operations and supply chains. If you have not
already done it, please sign the petition asking the Government
of Canada to enact this law. You can find it at devp.org/act.

Conclusion

Development and Peace’s Share Lent campaign invites us to walk with communities in the Global South who are
facing many challenges. May the Lord grant us the strength to do this. And the wisdom to put people and the
planet first.
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